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found the road to such honorable and lasting success a steep and 
hard one. Your love of art was not nearly so strong as your love 
of self-indulgence, and you never did have so great a desire to be 
a good painter as to have the reputation of being one. Adulation 
was a much more substantial and gratifying thing to your imagi 
nation than the power of growing to see the truth and rendering 
it. If you could have gained popularity and wealth by a faithful 
and earnest use of your higher capabilities, you would have pre 
ferred it, no doubt ; but the humiliations of poverty and obscurity 
were beyond your endurance. To be cut and ignored by this and 
that fashionable person whom you admired, and to hear remarks 
about your seedy clothes, and doubts expressed as to your sanity, 
was too much. You had not gone far enough in the study of your 
art to paint a truthful portrait acceptably, and you gradually fell 
into the way of painting people as they thought they would like 
to look, and as their friends thought they ought to look, rather 
than as you saw them. Now you have grown rich and famous by 
catering to human vanity, just as the quack doctor has grown rich 
and notorious by catering to human credulity ; and although you 
are a " 

respectable 
" 
man and " eminent 

" 
citizen, you are still a 

more pitiable character than the quack, because, though both now 

upon the same plane of obtuseness, you had by nature higher ca 

pabilities, and have destroyed them to that extent that you more 
than half believe you are as great an artist as you are reputed to 

be, and, like Mr. Boucicault, look abroad for ingenious theories by 
which we may account for the decline of art. 

The fact is, if Mr. Boucicault had had the wit to see, after the 

production of his first play, that if he kept on writing the best he 
was capable of, and managed to scrape along for awhile on a 
thousand dollars a year 

? which a great many young men do 

nowadays?he might not only have greatly developed his powers 
and gained as large an income as he has to-day, but he might 
also have improved the English drama to that extent that his 
article on its decline would have been uncalled for. As it is, 
however, it is quite possible that this clever dramatist has done 
more to lower the artistic tone of the English and American 

stage than any living man, for the simple reason that he has 

avowedly perverted conspicuously great talents which should 
have been devoted to art, to the acquisition of money. He, like 
many other men, does not seem ever to have recognized the great 
truth that the best thing a human being can do is to develop the 

higher faculties by an earnest and judicious use of them, and that 

by making this the one great aim of life, all things else that are 
needful will follow as a natural result. 

To contend that a comparatively enlightened people who have 
wealth and leisure enough to enable them to indulge their higher 
tastes, are incapable of producing a vital and noble artr is sheer 

fallacy. Popular art and popular literature must of necessity be 

always to some considerable extent rather poor and ephemeral 
stuff, for the reason that " 

plain people 
" 
have little power of dis 

crimination, and the showy, pretentious article is always likeliest 
to impress them. But if we want to raise the standard of art and 
better the public taste, the reformation must begin with the art 
ists themselves ; but so long as the great body of artists continue 
to look at every thing from the bread-and-butter point of view, 
and plead in mitigation of their shortcomings the necessity of 

living, we need expect little progression, and will have to con 
tinue to delude ourselves with such like arguments as Mr. Bouci 
cault's, that because the unknown was explored the ideal died a 
natural death ; that it is the newspaper press and the scientific 
spirit of the age which are the impediments ; that whenever the 
public wants a better quality of art we will have to give it them. 

We will have, in fact, to continue to look everywhere but at home 
for the causes of the decline of art. ? William R. 0*Donovan. 

PORTRAITS OF WASHINGTON. 

HERO worship, whatever may be Mr. Carlyle's opinion, is the 
normal condition of nations if not of individuals. There has never 
yet been a country which has not had its leaders, its heroes, to 
whom it did homage throughout its national existence ; and very 
generally this homage has taken the form of the erection of mon 
uments or the execution of portraits. The oldest specimens of 
sculpture we fiave are the iconic statues of Egyptian kings, exe 
cuted, some of them, nearly sixty centuries ago. Nor is this 

disposition to exalt and to perpetuate the features of favorite 
leaders in the least to be wondered at. It is only the carrying 
out, on a large scale, of the disposition which exists in almost 

every individual to preserve all possible mementoes of those who 
have been loved or valued as friends or mentors. America, while 
too young to have produced many heroes ? with too short a his 

tory to give her a crowded Valhalla?has yet a few names in the 
list of her sons which awaken all the enthusiasm of the patriotic 
heart, and which we hope may never cease to be honored until 
the nation shall have been blotted out from the list of nations, 
and Lord Macaulay's New Zealander shall have taken his seat on 
the dome of the Capitol. 

Of our heroes we do not purpose to speak at any length, or 
to give any opinion as to their respective fitness to occupy ped 
estals in the temple of Fame. Guided by the light of history? 
sometimes, it must be confessed, a very uncertain flame ? none 

of them has lacked for a sufficient amount of portraiture ; none 

of them has been neglected by the biographers ; and, consider 

ing the quality, more than enough monuments have been erected 
to our illustrious dead. But there is one figure in our pantheon 
to which all must bow for all time, to come, and which only ap 
pears the larger and the more worthy of worship the more we 

look at it. It is needless to say that we refer to Washington, the 
Pater Patrice, who stands out from the pages of history not only 
as " first in the hearts of his countrymen," but as being second to 
no one in the eyes of the rest of the world. It is true of him, as 

it is not of all the world's heroes, that the more closely and care 

fully his life and character are studied, the more admirable they 
. 

seem. But it is necessary that this study should be honest and 

conscientious, and not directed by too-much of either partial 
friendship or partisan malice. It will not suffice to take the dicta 
of either such a determined adulator as Weems, or of so bitter 
an opponent as Cobbett. The truth in regard to any man occu 

pying so prominent a place in the eyes of the world as did Wash 

ington, is always hard to get at, for the very reason that the mo 
ment his praises begin to be heard, there begins also the clamor 

against him which can be called up against any man who is 

thought worthy of attack ; and the result of the controversy is, 

inevitably, that his admirers are led to overpraise him, in order 
to in some degree make up for the dispraise his enemies see fit 
to bestow on him. It often happens, therefore, that we get truer 
estimates of a man's character and powers long after his death 
than his contemporaries are able to form. Contemporary ac 
counts and anecdotes are as valuable in the case of individual 

biographies as they are in the history of great national events ; 
but a man's immediate friends or enemies are seldom capable of 

forming a dispassionate and unbiased opinion of him, just as the 
actors in a great national drama are usually unfit, from their very 
nearness to and participation in events, to write a complete his 

tory of them. 
There are necessary, too, to the accomplished biographer or 

good historian, certain qualities which times of war or of great . 

political activity do not call out. There is needed for the good 
historian, of either nations or individuals, a certain amount of 

imagination which the man of action very seldom possesses. 
Thus it happens that some of our best history is to be found in 
the pages of novels. The really great novelist should possess the 

power of putting himself in the place of his characters ; and then, 
if he be conscientious in gathering his material, he can so recon 
struct the characters and their surroundings as that his fiction 
becomes the very truest history. Instances of this are found in 
several of Scott's novels ; in Bulwer's " Last of the Barons ;" in 

Thackeray's 
" 
Colonel Esmond," and "The Virginians." In the 

last-named work it will be remembered that the great novelist 
draws us a full-length portrait of Washington ; and, on its pub 
lication as a serial, many of our readers will remember the storm 
of indignation which was excited in some quarters on the recep 
tion of one of the chapters giving the quarrel scene in the tavern ; 
it being asserted that to represent the great man as quarreling 

with boys over a bowl of liquor, and then accepting a challenge, 
was to degrade and belittle him. And yet the persons making 
this clamor only showed how little they appreciated the real 
character of the first President and of the times in which he lived. 

We had, as a nation, become so accustomed to setting Washing 
ton upon a pedestal and doing him homage as a demi-god, so to 

speak, that we ran in danger not only of becoming ridiculous by 
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forgetting that he was a man, but of losing the valuable lessons 
to be drawn by the study of his character to ascertain just what 

manner of man it was who carried the Revolution to a successful 

termination. No mere lay figure, such as is too often presented 
to us for Washington, could by any possibility have done what 
he did. To successfully carry out so great an enterprise as he 
did required a man of strong passions, and these Washington un 

doubtedly had. A man without them could not have had force 

enough to have commanded the American army ; sustained the 

spirits of the colonists in the midst of defeat ; held on his own 

way in the midst of jibes and cabals ; and finally, when victory 
had been won, and opposition was changed for adulation, no such 
man could have refused a crown and resigned his power. A man 

without passions would have been too weak to have resisted 
friends and foes as well as himself. Thackeray, who was artist 
as well as novelist, and in both capacities a student of human 

nature, had a more correct notion of the great man's character; 

and we do not imagine that there is any thoughtful person who 
would now quarrel with him for making Washington, when goaded 
beyond endurance by insult, act as a man of spirit was expected 
to act. It would have been ridiculous in the extreme to have 

represented a young man of thirty-three 
? 

Washington's age at 
the time ? acting with the coolness of age. Besides, we have it 
on excellent contemporary testimony that the chief, like all great 
leaders, could get very angry indeed, and that, when angry, he 

was very terrible indeed. As Mr. Wendell Phillips once said, in 
his peculiar epigrammatic way : " We owe, under the providence 
of God, our success in the Revolution to the fact that we had for 
a leader a man who could say 

' damn.' 
" 

We have dwelt the more at length on the natural strength of 

Washington's passions because they have been misunderstood by 
both writers about him and artists who have produced portraits 
of him as well as by the people in general. Allied' to those 

.strong passions was great self-control, which governed the pas 
sions, made them useful as motive powers, and gave that firm 

poise of character which was the distinguishing trait of his mental 

and moral constitution. It is by the light of these known facts 
that we must judge of the portraits of Washington, of which a 

quite large number were produced, of varying merit and almost 
as much varied in expression. It is a curious fact, too, that some 
of these, which we now know to have been far from truly repre 
senting him, were considered very good likenesses by many of 
the immediate friends of their subject. Indeed, he seems to have 
had a very shrewd suspicion that many of the artists who troubled 
him ? and a very great trouble they must have been, too ? were 
not always capable of doing the highest work, if we may judge 
by the following extract from a letter written in July, 1792, to 
Governor Lee, of Virginia : 

" Your letter of the 20th ult. was presented to me by Mr. 

Williams, who, as a professional man, may or may not be, for 

aught I know, a luminary of the first magnitude. But. to be 
frank, and I hope you will not be displeased with me for being 
so, I am heartily tired of the attendance which, from one cause 

or another, has been given to these people, that it is now more 

than two years since I have resolved to sit no more for any of 

them, and have adhered to it, except in instances where it has 

been requested by public bodies or for a particular purpose (not 
the painter's), and could not without offense be refused. I have 

been led to make this resolution for another reason besides the irk 

someness of sitting, which is, that these productions have, in my 

estimation, been used as a sort of tax on individuals, by being en 

graved, and that badly, and hawked about or advertised for sale." 

It would seem from this that Mr. Williams did not paint Wash 

ington ; but no less than fourteen portraits of him had been done 

before this. The first in point of time is the one by Charles Wil 

son Peale representing him as colonel of Virginia militia at the 

age of forty. This has often been engraved, and is well known. 

The other artists who had painted him were Robert Edge Pine, 

Joseph Wright, Edward Savage, Archibald Robertson, M. du 

Cimitire and Madame de Brahan, sister to the French minister. 

This lady painted two small portraits, of which one was engraved 
in France. Robert Fulton, when seventeen years old, attempted 

INNOCENCE AND CHTLDHOOD. ? Rubens. 
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a picture, but did not have much success, and the same is said 
of an effort made, at the same age, by William Dunlap. Adolphe 
Ulric Westm?ller, a Swede, painted, in 1783, a portrait which was 

engraved for Irving's 
" Life of Washington." Opinions consider 

ably differ as to its correctness, but it can hardly be considered a 

particularly valuable addition to our stock of portraits. Colonel 
Trumbull painted three pictures from life, all of them full length. 
Of these one is in the New York City Hall, and was exhibited at 

Philadelphia. It was painted in 1789. In 1792 the city of Charles 
ton ordered one, which was finished ; but as it represented the 

general at the time he had resolved on his night inarch in retreat 
from the banks of the Delaware, the Charlestonians refused it, 

preferring a simple portrait, which the artist painted. Trumbull 
was by nature a historical painter, and hence he has spent more 
time on the pose and figure of his subject than on the face. His 

pictures are more valuable, therefore, as giving us what is be 
lieved to be a correct representation of the general appearance 
and form of the chief than for the mere facial likeness. Undoubt 

edly Trumbull was much influenced by the fact of having served 
with the army, and therefore loving to look upon his commander 
in the garb in which he had best known.him. 

Of all the paintings of Washington, however, the one which 
has been most copied, and is consequently best known, is what 
is known as the Stuart portrait, painted by Gilbert Stuart, who 
came from England with Dr. Franklin in 1794, for the express 
purpose of painting his illustrious countryman. Stuart, at this 
time, was in the zenith of his fame and fortune, and sacrificed a 

good deal in leaving England. Even after he arrived here he 
made another sacrifice ; for the Duke of Kent, then at Halifax, 
wished Stuart to paint him, and offered to send a frigate for him ; 
but the artist, true to his purpose, declined, though he afterward 

regretted having done so. 

Washington sat to Stuart, in 1794, in Philadelphia, the first 
result being what is known as the " 

Athenaeum 
" 
portrait, now in 

the Boston Athenaeum ; although, previous to this, the artist, dis 
satisfied with his work, had destroyed a half-finished picture. It 
is said that he tried all his unrivaled conversational powers to call 

up some life and animation to the grave and impassive features. 
At last Stuart was advised to " talk horse 

" 
to him, which he did 

with the happiest results. He next painted a full-length for the 

Marquis of Lansdowne, which is now the property of J. Delaware 
Lewis, Esq., who kindly allowed it to appear at Philadelphia in 
the English Loan Exhibition. As we have said, the Stuart por 
traits have been repeatedly copied, and, indeed, form the basis 
of all the popularly circulated pictures of Washington. The first 

engraving from them, a very poor one, was published by James 
Heath, in London, in 1800. 

No account of the Washington portraits would be complete 
without an allusion, at least, to the busts, of which three were 
modeled from life, viz : one by the Italian, Cerrachi, modeled in 
1791 ; one by Mr. Gallagher, of Boston, in 1789 ; and one by Mr. 

Eccleston, of Virginia, in 1796. As neither of the two last 
named sculptors made any particular reputation, it is not prob 
able that their busts of Washington were of very great value. 

The Ceracchi bust has, however, attained considerable repu 
tation by means of both engravings and photographs. Ceracchi 
had achieved some reputation in Italy 

? where he was one of 
Canova's assistants on some public works ? when he went to 
England, where he was very well received, even Sir Joshua Rey 
nolds, sitting to him. He failed to find remunerative employment 
there, owing perhaps to his enthusiastic love of liberty and his 
extravagant ways of showing it, so he decided to come to this 
country, where he proposed to model a monument which should 
allegorically represent the War of Independence. The Congress 
of those days failed to see the propriety of appropriating money 
for such a purpose, and Ceracchi returned to Europe, where he 
was executed for participation in a plot to assassinate Napoleon. 

The bust which he completed before leaving here was con 
sidered by many a good portrait, but we can not so look at it at 
this day. The sculptor belonged to the school, then prevalent in 
Italy, though Canova had done much to reform it, which looked 
to effect more than to truth, and which especially affected the 
heroic and the classical. When we take this tendency of the 
school into consideration, in connection with Ceracchi's enthusi 
asm for liberty ; when we also remember that the French Revo 
lution had then infected the minds of all Europe with its love for 

Greek and Roman costumes, manners and ideas ; when we reflect 
on these things, we can easily understand why Ceracchi should 
have represented Washington 

? as he undeniably did ? as some 

thing much more like a Roman Caesar than the plain, common 
sense Virginia gentleman and resolute patriot which he was. 

It remains to speak of the work of Jean Antoine Houdon ? 

the greatest French sculptor of his time, if not the greatest in 
the world. He came here in 1785, and was commissioned to make 
a statue of Washington for the State of Virginia. For the pur 
pose of making studies he went to Mount Vernon, where he re 
mained about a week, making during that time a cast from the 
head and shoulders of his subject; and, it is said, from other parts 
of his body also. He also made measurements between different 

points, and, as a result, his statue is undoubtedly the most per 
fectly proportioned representation of the great man we have. 
The existence of this life cast has been, we are aware, disputed ; 
but, without entering into the details of the controversy, we feel 
bound to record our conviction that it not only was made, but is 

still, or was recently, in existence. It bears certain evidences to 
the anatomist of having been cast instead of modeled ; and both 
it and Houdon's statue correspond with the descriptions left us 
of Washington's personal peculiarities, such as his comparatively 
narrow shoulders and wide hips ; his body disproportionately long 
for his legs, which increased the majesty of his appearance when 
seated or on horseback ? and a hollow in the chest, caused by 
the excessive development of the pectoral muscles?all of which 
are mentioned by various contemporaneous writers. There is a 

majesty, too, in the face of this cast, which corresponds with what 
we should have expected the face of Washington to be, and with 
the Stuart more nearly than any of the other paintings. 

?P. A. Josephs. 

LANDSCAPES AND FIGURES. 

As we have had occasion to remark heretofore, American art 
has run very largely to landscape, and the painting of the figure, 
except incidentally or in portraits, has been much more neglected 
than it should have been. Of course there were controlling 
reasons for this apparent neglect of the figure on the part of our 

painters, but it is not necessary to attempt a review of them here. 
It is enough to say that American artists have, within a com 

paratively recent period, began paying more and more attention 
to figure painting, and every exhibition shows an increase of this 
class of pictures. Of course these pictures are, for the most part, 
of the sort termed genre, for we have not the material for very 
much in the way of historical paintings, and our artists have 
shown very little inclination toward the purely spiritual or alle 

gorical. There is a field which it would seem is expressly adapted 
to the American artist, combining, as it does, much of what he is 
best fitted for with that in which he is striving to excel. We 
allude to what might be roughly termed, perhaps, 

" 
out-of-door 

character pieces," in which a choice bit of landscape may be used 
as a background and setting for almost any sort of a scene,from 
life. There is a freshness about a landscape which is, if skillfully 
handled, always sure to please the eye ; and, by a proper selec 
tion of costumes and a due regard to effect in posing the charac 
ters introduced, an out-of-door scene may be made more really 
effective even than the most elaborate interior. To be sure, there 
is more chance, as a rule, for brilliant coloring in an interior, but 
this can hardly be called more effective, though it is undoubtedly, 
at first sight, more striking ; but it is also apt to degenerate into 

gaudiness, which is the reverse of what we would understand by 
the term effective. 

A walk through any moderately good collection of modern 

paintings will illustrate precisely what we mean. Take, for in 
stance, the pictures of Boldini, and the other artists of what 

might, perhaps, be termed the Spanish school of French artists. 
The leading and most striking characteristic seems to be a lavish 
use of color, and especially of the most dazzling and most bril 
liant tints on the palette, laid on, too, in heavy masses ; so that, 

when looked at near at hand, the colors seem to have been put 
on with a palette-knife rather than with a pencil. It is not, how 
ever, the practice of this school to use color in large masses. On 
the contrary, it would seem to be a point of honor with them to 
see how many details could be crowded into a small space, and 
how much color could be put on a canvas in small patches. The 
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